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process of widening the base of Athenian citizenship went on more or less successfully
through the seventh and sixth centuries B.C.
The key step in political institutionalization was taken by Cleisthenes in 502
B.C. when citizenship and the political basis of suffrage were changed from kinship to
territorial groupings. On a basis of almost complete democracy the citizens elected the
various branches of government: the popular assembly (legislative); the law court
(judicial); and the Council of Five Hundred and the magistrates who carried out the
desires of the Council (executive). These came to be the basic forms of Athenian
political democracy. Indeed, they characterized the differentiated political institutions
which marked the Greek city wherever it was transplanted in succeeding centuries.
Their presence, along with Greek educational institutions, signified the presence of
Greek civilization.
In the eighth and the seventh centuries B.C. profound economic as well as
political changes took place in the Greek world. As the Greeks found that their olive
oil and wine were products that the Eastern societies desired, an active foreign trade
grew up that began to convert the Greek countryside from farming and raising
livestock to the cultivation of vineyards and olive trees. A corollary of these economic
changes was the drive for colonies to produce the foodstuffs and textiles that were no
longer being produced in sufficient quantities at home. The struggle for markets led to
an active period of colonization that spread Greek settlements to almost all parts of
the Mediterranean world, east to the Levant, south to Egypt and North Africa, and
west to Sicily, Italy, Spain, and France. Urban life became much more important than
ever before, as dispossessed persons sought a new living in the cities and as others tried
to improve their economic status. The urban character of life, with its attendant
commercial class, gave Athenian education a cosmopolitan and varied scope that was
never reached by the dominantly rural and agricultural society of Sparta.
Just when the first formal schools appeared in Athens is not certain, but we do
know that several educational laws have been attributed to Solon in the early part of
the sixth century B.C. The presumption is that schools of some sort (probably
palaestras) existed as early as the seventh century and that music and literary schools
were widespread by the end of the Persian Wars in 480 B.C. It is probably true that
before Solon's time some schools already existed concerning which he made the
regulations attributed to him. Whether he formulated the laws or not, the state by his
time had begun the practice of paying school tuitions for boys whose fathers had been
killed in the armies. These were probably among the first educational benefits for
families of veterans. Other state regulations concerning education apparently com-
pelled parents to see that their sons learned their letters and acquired the ability to
swim. The state also appointed a public supervisor for education, and eventually the
law required parents to see that their sons were given an elementary education that
included gymnastics, music, and letters.
In contrast to the basically military-elitist bias of Spartan education, the aims
and content of Athenian education tended toward the democratic ideal. Reflecting a
far broader conception of citizenship, Athenian education set out to provide youth
with an intellectual and aesthetic, as well as a physical and military foundation for

